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Industrious and aroused hard rock for fans of Emery, Coheed  Cambria, Thrice, and Underoath. Hailing

from Small Rock Arkansas, After the Tragedy has a live show to die for. 10 MP3 Songs Rock Hard Sway

Rock Emo The Beautiful Denounce New Songs Details: At some point in everyone's life they will

experience some form of tragedy, whether it's a death in the family, terrorist attack, weather catastrophe,

or getting fired from the job expected to be their career. Eventually, the victim always turns to faith in

something; a look to something bigger than one's own life. The realization that all the money, cars, sex,

and stuff that this generation tells us we must have means absolutely nothing in the grand scenario of life.

After the tragedy we find hope in the fact that death is not the end. For more, e-mail

afterthetragedy@gmail.com. Since August of 2003, After the Tragedy has been searing a brand for

themselves in the minds of people between the ages of 10 to 55. Using incredibly melodic hooks and

increasingly complex instrumental parts, Tragedy continues to only burn brighter. In the small town of

Cabot, Arkansas, not far from Small Sway they shine like a diamond among pearls. With countless other

impressive acts being birthed each day from central Arkansas alone, it's not an easy task for a local band

to stake it's claim for something more, yet After the Tragedy does just that, and does it well. With

members ranging in ages from 17 to 23, it's evident that they're just getting started. The main goal of After

the Tragedy is to spread hope through their music and to be heard all over the world. Having hit

Oklahoma, Missouri, Louisiana, Texas, Kentucky, Arkansas, Tennessee, Illinois, and Iowa on their own,

it's only a matter of time until the empire expands. Among other accomplishments, Tragedy has

successfully independently recorded and released a full length debut album entitled "The Beautiful

Denounce New" in April of 2005, selling over 900 copies to date and more with each passing day. After

the Tragedy will also be included in the highly anticipated Amped 3 Snowboarding video game due out for
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XBOX in December of '05, as well as on the separate soundtrack CD for the game set to be sold and

released internationally. With so many more achievements, the question arises, "Why aren't they

signed?" When asked, guitarist James is quoted as saying, "We're not going to sign our lives away when

we're doing fine on our own. It's going to take an offer better than what we can do for ourselves." "To hear

them is to enjoy them. To see them is to love them." - Matt Baird of Spoken, Tooth  Nail Records
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